Hydesville---Pioneer Humboldt Town

New Home Area
Once Pack Train And Stage Depot

By CHET SCHWARTZKOFF
PHOTOS BY DICK KYAR

On a hilltop, as the clouds drift toward the Van Duzen River canyon, you come to a town that arrests your attention with its setting, and not its historical appearance, but because it occupies a setting of outstanding scenic beauty. Hydesville, located some 20 miles southeast of Eureka on the Fortuna-Rad Bluff highway.

Ahead of it lie the shadowed coast range mountains, a blue-blue green against the gray, and a look of timeless age in the hills whose life is only the Redwood Empire. And deep down a ridge, the Van Duzen River rushes down its valley to meet a town of surpassing beauty.

"Mistaken Yes, Hydesville has always held its place in the Land of Gold, as its picturesque business and Victorian residents will attest. But more true..."

Hydesville's history, you may suggest, is to be found behind the scenes, in the folklore, in the story of the railroad that made it famous. But Hiram W. Love, its postmaster of 48 years, says there isn't a story there.

"The railway was a business proposition, but the railroad was..."

Hydesville is unincorporated, but it is a community with a population of 350. It is the largest community surrounded by the Redwood Empire, except for Eureka, and it is the center of the Redwood Empire. Hydesville's community center is the school, and the post office in the center of town.

One of Hydesville's finest homes is the home of Mr. and Mrs. William B. Cooper, who own the post office. The house was built in 1910, and is a fine example of Victorian architecture.

The town is located on the Fortuna-Rad Bluff highway, and is about 4 miles south of the city of Eureka. Hydesville is about 12 miles south of Eureka.

Hydesville's main street is a long, narrow street, and Mrs. Cooper's house is on the corner of the street.

"The street is..."

EARLY DAY FAMILIES
Toll House and 105 years old. The house was built in 1847, and is the oldest house in town.

"The house was..."

Typical modern residences, set amid pastoral surroundings.

New homes are being built for Hydesville's new people.

What remains of the historic Hydesville hotel after fire.

ADVERTISING SHIFTS TOWARD VISUAL MEDIA TO CONTINUE TRENDS IN 1949

New Year's Eve Party at Church

Game. As in July, the publishers and advertisers' weekly survey of advertising, having completed development, should remain 1949's record high.

On the debit side, Eder and Publisher will substitute popular publications next year for a new high in 1949 and even in 1948.

Turning 1949 the best year in the history of newspaper advertising the weekly said the dollar volume probably would be increased, compared to 50,000-75,000 in 1949.

New Year's Eve at the church.

HYDESVILLE HISTORY

Humboldt Times, Eureka, California, Sunday, January 3, 1949

Humboldt's church begins a Sunday.

The Williams' home typifies an age of pleasant living.

Store and Post Office is in town's center.

One of Hydesville's finest homes sets a record.
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